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Scribner Book Company, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Affecting.as warm and comforting as a home-cooked meal (People), a no-holds-barred
memoir on Southern life, Greek heritage, same sex marriage--and the meals that have shaped her
memories--from the Food Network star and first female winner of Iron Chef, Cat Cora. Before she
became a renowned chef and Food Network star, Cat Cora was just a girl from Jackson, Mississippi,
where days were slow and every meal was made from scratch. By the age of fifteen, Cora was
writing the business plan for her first restaurant. Her love of cooking started in her Greek home,
where fresh feta and home-cured olives graced the table. Cat spent her days internalizing the dishes
that would form the cornerstone of her cooking philosophy--from crispy fried chicken and honeydrenched biscuits to spanakopita. But outside the kitchen, Cat s life was volatile. In Cooking as Fast
as I Can, Cat Cora reveals the experiences that shaped her life--from early childhood sexual abuse to
the realities of life as lesbian in the deep South. She chronicles how she found her passion in the
kitchen and went on to attend the prestigious Culinary Institute...
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Reviews
It is an amazing ebook i have possibly study. Indeed, it is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published book.
-- Chr istopher Fer r y
This pdf is fantastic. It typically is not going to price too much. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for about if you request me).
-- Leslie Reing er
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